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Abstract— Data mining plays a role for uncovering new 

trends in healthcare organization which helpful for all the 

patient associated with this field. The healthcare environment 

is still information rich but knowledge poor. In this system 

the patient searches for the disease according to the symptoms 

entered by the user. After this it will predict the disease from 

the database of the system and will suggest a particular 

disease from the system if available or else no data found. 

Doctors can also view disease and patient. In this system 

admin has the major role. The whole system is handle by 

admin like add no of doctors, add no of diseases according to 

their symptoms. Admin can view the feedback send by the 

patient/user. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Predictive analytics is the practice of extracting information 

from existing data sets in order to determine patterns and 

predict future outcomes and trends. Predictive analytics does 

not tell us what will happen in the future it will help us in 

analysis and predicting solutions. The purpose of a prediction 

algorithm is to forecast future values based on our present 

records. [1] 

Today Data Mining plays a very important role in 

each and every field. The overall goal of the data mining 

process is to extract information from a data set and transform 

it into an understandable structure for further use. Today due 

to increase in population there is also increase in diseases and 

to predict these diseases and diagnose it is a very much 

challenging task for the healthcare system. For this it requires 

a large amount of complex data about various patients their 

medical history, diseases diagnosis, medical devices and 

resources. This data is an important resource to be processed 

to discover the hidden patterns analyse it and make decision. 

Data mining activities are divided into three categories: 

1) Discovery: Includes the process of searching the 

database to find hidden patterns without a default pre-set. 

2) Predictive Modelling: Includes the process of 

discovering patterns in databases and use them to predict 

the future. 

3) Forensic Analysis: Includes the process of applying 

extracted patterns to fined unusual elements. [2] 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Vikas Chaurasia et al. [3] the objective of this research work 

is to predict more accurately the presence of heart disease 

with reduced number of attributes. Originally, thirteen 

attributes were involved in predicting the heart disease. 

Thirteen attributes are reduced to 11 attributes. Three 

classifiers like Naive Bayes, J48 Decision Tree and Bagging 

algorithm are used to predict the diagnosis of patients with 

the same accuracy as obtained before the reduction of number 

of attributes. This study will also work to identify those 

patients which needed special attention for treatment. 

M. Akhil jabbar et al. [4] proposed an efficient 

associative classification algorithm using genetic approach 

for heart disease prediction. The main motivation for using 

genetic algorithm in the discovery of high level prediction 

rule is that discovered rules are highly comprehensible, 

having predictive accuracy and of high interestingness 

values. Experimental results show that most of the classifier 

rules help in the best prediction of heart disease which even 

help doctor in their diagnose decision. It has certain limitation 

that it uses large number to predict the heart disease using 

data mining approach. We can reduce the number of 

attributes to make it less complex and better. 

         Mrs.G.Subbalakshmi,[5] Mr K. Ramesh, Mr M. 

Chinna Rao has developed a Decision Support in Heart 

Disease Prediction System (DSHDPS) using data mining 

modelling technique, namely, Naïve Bayes to discover the 

relationship between variables in data in healthcare industry. 

It is implemented as web based questionnaire application. It 

can serve a training tool to train nurses and medical students 

to diagnose patients with heart disease. 

         Niti Guru et al proposed the prediction of various 

disease like Sugar, Heart disease, Blood Pressure with the use 

of neural networks. The Neural Network is tested and trained 

with 13 input variables such as smoke, Age, obesity, Blood 

Pressure, Angiography’s report and the like. Training was 

carried out with the aid of back-propagation algorithm. The 

system identified the unknown data from comparisons with 

the trained data, whenever unknown data was fed by the 

doctors and generated a list of probable diseases that the 

patient is vulnerable to [6]. 

         Shantakumar B.Patil, Y.S.Kumaraswamy [7] 

proposed a methodology for the extraction of significant 

patterns from the heart disease warehouses for heart attack 

prediction has been presented. At start, the data warehouse is 

pre-processed so that it can be made suitable for the mining 

process. After the pre-processing gets over, the heart disease 

data warehouse is clustered with the aid of the K-means 

clustering algorithm, which will extract the data applicable to 

heart attack from the warehouse. As a result the frequent 

patterns applicable to heart disease are mined with the aid of 

the MAFIA (Maximal Frequent Item set Algorithm) 

algorithm from the data extracted. 

III. RELATED WORK 

In this paper the previous related work are reviewed. In this 

paper lists of symptoms are required of every diseases to be 

predict. Some of the system exist proposed only relevant 

diseases of heart cancer but these is inaccurate for the person 

not affected from any diseases listed whereas in this system a 

list of major as well as minor diseases can be detected through 

the system and predict the diseases through the system. This 

system may not give total information about diagnosis that is 

not relevant to the patient’s family records. 

Iliad Medical Diagnostic Support Program is an 

expert diagnostic system which is used to explain the 
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relationships for finding the diseases. This system uses the 

Bayesian classification to compute the probability for 

possible diagnosis. In this paper we are using SOM also 

known as Self Organizing Map. 

The Self-Organizing Map is one of the most popular 

neural network models. Self-organizing maps are different 

from other artificial neural networks as they apply 

competitive learning as opposed to error-correction learning 

(such as backpropogation with gradient descent), and in the 

sense that they use a neighbourhood function to preserve the 

topological properties of the input space. The Self-

Organizing Map is based on unsupervised learning, which 

means that no human intervention is needed during the 

learning and that little needs to be known about the 

characteristics of the input data. We could, for example, use 

the SOM for clustering data without knowing the class 

memberships of the input data. The SOM can be used to 

detect features inherent to the problem. 

IV. ARCHITECTURAL MODEL 

Architectural Design consists of three users mainly they are 

admin, doctor and normal user or patient. We have given 

rights to admin for adding number of doctors to the system 

through his login admin can also add number of diseases 

according to the symptoms of the diseases this will increase 

the chances of many more diseases for identifying the system. 

Doctor’s helps to find the entered symptom of diseases of the 

patient for further history this will helps the system in 

identifying more accurate result. The system will helps the 

overall design for normal user to predict the diseases by 

entering symptoms to the system .The symptoms will be 

added to the system in a temporary variable and will again 

ask for more symptoms if any if yes then enter it to the system 

or else submit it . The system will analyse the symptoms 

according to the symptoms entered by the user from the actual 

database and fetches the number of rows which has the 

symptoms in it and displays it with its diseases name. We 

have also used some more features of assigning doctors to 

that type of the disease and related it to the diseases with his 

information. This will helps the user to get some information 

about the diseases and doctors related within it. 

 
Fig. 1: 

V. DATABASE DESCRIPTION 

We have used Mysql kind of database. Diseases Prediction 

Database consists of a single database. For handling purpose 

tables are created for admin login and similarly for user 

(patient) and for doctor. For fetching the diseases through 

entered symptoms the diseases can be detected so we have 

also created a table named diseases for a creativity purpose 

we also add a table as feedback from the patient about the 

system which only admin can access through his login. 

VI. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

In Diseases Prediction system a new user will register for the 

system to access the system once done he must enter the login 

details and will redirected to the system page when login 

successfully. The new user can search a diseases according to 

the system he entered the system will analyse it from the 

database and once conclude it will predict the disease and also 

suggest a specific doctor for that disease the user can also 

send a feedback for this system to the user. 

Doctor role is to view patient history according to 

the updated result he can view the recently updated patients 

disease history to his login. He can also view the patient and 

diseases information through doctor login. For each doctor 

his Id is created for login purpose by admin.  

Admin has the full access to the system he has rights 

to add doctor add disease view the diseases and view doctors. 

He also have the rights about the feedback from the users 

about the system. 

 
Fig. 2: 

K-Means Algorithm: 

K-means clustering aims to partition n observations 

into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the 

cluster with the nearest mean, serving as a prototype of the 

cluster. K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning 

algorithms that solved the well-known clustering problem. 

The procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify a 

given data set through certain number of clusters (assume k 

clusters) fixed apriori. The main idea is to define k-centres, 

one for each cluster. These centres should be placed in a 

cunning way because of different location causes different 

location causes different result. So the better choice is to place 

as much as possible far away each other. The next step is to 

take each point belonging to a given data set and associate it 
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to the nearest centre. When no point is pending, the first step 

is completed and an early group age is done. At this point we 

need to re-calculate k new centroids as barycentre of the 

clusters resulting from the previous step. After we have these 

k new centroids, a new binding has to be done between the 

same data set points and the nearest new centre. A loop has 

been generated. As a result of this loop we may notice that 

the k centres change their location step by step until no 

changes are done or in other words do not move any more.    

Test Cases: 

 
Fig. 3: 

 
Fig. 4: 

 
Fig. 5: 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

This system uses Data Mining technique to determine and 

predict the diseases using the symptoms. By using this 

techniques it improves the overall speed and increase the 

accuracy of algorithm. This system also reduces the chances 

of getting misleading of any terms and regards in accurate 

details of diseases accurately. This System also helps students 

and other people for easily identifying the diseases which will 

also saves many lives and give faster and better result. This 

system will also give faster results about the doctors of same 

type of disease after fetching results so user will get result as 

fast as possible. 
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